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The capital structure puzzle remains largely unanswered Although some light have been shed on the 
dynamic forces that shapes the typrcal firm's debt-to-equrty moe, the case of the Sharrah-compliant firm's 
capital structure behaviour remains even more of a mystery. This paper attempts to investigate the capital 
structure behaviour of Shariah compliant firms of various levels as well those firms who are consistently 
Shariah non-compliant in Malaysia. The paper utilises a unique dataset of firms of heterogeneous level of 
Shariah-compliancy status over a 20 year period from the year 1997 to 2016. The paper focuses on the 
effects of dynamic forces behind capital structure variation such as the optimal capital structure behaviour 
based on the trade-off, pecking order, market timing and firm fixed effect models of capital structure. This 
study documents significant evidences in support of the trade-off theory with a hrgh speed of adjustment 
(SOA) as well as for the trme-invariant firm fixed effects across all Shariah compliancy group. 
Nevertheless, this study's findings show that there are evidences to suggest a moderate trend whereby as 
the Shariah compliancy group descend. stronger and stronger evidences of market timing behaviour 
appear amongst other thrngs. Thrs study suggests that segregating firms into different Shariah compliancy 
groups reveals a rich and diverse area of study which has never been delved in. 
KEYWORDS: capital structure, market timing, trade-off theory, equity risk premium, Shariah-compliant 
firms 
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INTRODUCTION 
In corporate finance research, there ex1sts, amongst others, a longstanding inquiry into the 
behaviour and determinants of corporate capital structure. Study on capital structure behaviour was 
pioneered by Modigliani and Miller (1958; 1963) and is still w1dely studied today. Despite these years of 
study, much is still unknown about which class of variables are a reliable and enduring explanator of 
capital structure variations across firms and time. In 1984, Stewart C. Myers officially introduced the 
"Capital Structure Puzzle" in h1s AFA Presidential Speech. The Capital Structure Puzzle essentially asks 
the question: How do firms decide and manage their caprtal structure? A number of theories (together with 
emprrical evidence to support them) were proposed to answer thrs puzzle. 
The most srgnificant and widely drscussed theories are the statrc and dynamic trade-off theory. the pecking 
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